Security and risk analysis in the cloud with software defined networking architecture
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ABSTRACT

Cloud computing has emerged as the actual trend in business information technology service models, since it provides processing that is both cost-effective and scalable. Enterprise networks are adopting software-defined networking (SDN) for network management flexibility and lower operating costs. Information technology (IT) services for enterprises tend to use both technologies. Yet, the effects of cloud computing and software defined networking on business network security are unclear. This study addresses this crucial issue. In a business network that uses both technologies, we start by looking at security, namely distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack defensive methods. SDN technology may help organizations protect against DDoS assaults provided the defensive architecture is structured appropriately. To mitigate DDoS attacks, we offer a highly configurable network monitoring and flexible control framework. We present a dataset shift-resistant graphic model-based attack detection system for the new architecture. The simulation findings demonstrate that our architecture can efficiently meet the security concerns of the new network paradigm and that our attack detection system can report numerous threats using real-world network data.
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approaches that meet the organization’s manager’s goals. It would be best if you had a justification of choice, which is intended for fast shipping. Packets that do not match one of the approaches are dropped or transported to the control plane via the southbound application programming interface (API). Southbound API is a free correction of the guidelines implemented in the hardware management information plan. Improve bidirectional correspondence between information and control planes.

![High-level overview of the SDN architectural model](image)

Privacy and security are the primary concerns of data center administrators, cloud service providers (CSP), and cyber security. The cloud network infrastructure plays a critical role in ensuring the security of cloud domain resources in data centers by providing network segmentation, virtual private networks (VPNs), network monitoring, firewalls, and IDS/IPS, load balancers, and traffic shaping to protect against various security threats. SDN [4] is a networking architecture that separates the control plane from the data plane in a network. In traditional networking, the control plane and data plane are tightly coupled, meaning that network devices such as switches and routers perform both functions. The control plane is responsible for making decisions about how traffic should be forwarded through the network, while the data plane is responsible for actually forwarding the traffic. The most rapidly adopted paradigm in modern data centers is network function virtualization (NFV) [5] which allows virtualized functions and network services as VNFs. In traditional networking, each tenant or user would have their own physical network infrastructure, which could be difficult and costly to manage. With SDN, however, network resources can be virtualized and shared among multiple tenants, allowing for more efficient use of network resources and easier management.

SDN provides more efficiency and flexibility application by allowing the centralized controller to monitor everything. The dynamic nature of SDN also enables the rapid deployment and reconfiguration of security policies and controls to protect against cyber-attacks. For example, the centralized controller can quickly detect and isolate suspicious traffic, redirect it to a honeypot, or implement security policies to protect against distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks [6]. Such DDoS attack targets, including any CSP from larger cloud enterprises to smaller private-scale campus clouds, lead to billions of dollars in damage to the tenants and cloud providers. The most basic volumetric DDoS attack targets resources of the Cloud, and the attacker gains complete or partial regular user services disruption quality of experience (QoE) through flooding the VM hosts the services with numerous packet volumes [7].

A cloud SDN security framework is presented, and a security model is implemented with an attack-detecting approach in the data plane and control of mitigation in the SDN control plane by this research work. Experiments prove that only a marginal variation in processing cost to the cooperative security approach in SDN. Moreover, this approach protects SDN architecture from getting into the saturation of control-plane, flow-table/miss attacks in the network, and defending middle-box appliances and downstream servers. In the data plane, packets can be processed, and switches must be allowed with the processing functions of new packets to detect DDoS coarse-grained attacks and mitigation actions. An SDN-integrated cloud managing...
system contains data plane security monitoring and analyzing control plane threats. These approach evaluations prove that the extensible data plane of stately SDN in the model with the NF service chain gives greater security compared to classical solutions of perimeter/firewall. Security and risk analysis in the cloud with SDN architecture is important to ensure the security and availability of cloud systems and protect against various security threats. Contributions are summarized as follows: i) A stateful/security-aware SDN data plane is implemented; therefore, certain less-weight computation/detection functions can be offloaded to switches to processing in-line; ii) The OvS data plane stack is implemented by data plane development kit (DPDK), which contains network interface card (NIC) APIs/libraries/drivers, to process high-speed data packets. The flow-analysis pipeline process throughput is exceptionally high in switch due to the acceleration with DPDK, faster path kernel processing; and iii) As a result of these enhancements, the controller processing power and network nodes throughput is freed up to other functions.

The upcoming sections of this article are structured as follows. Section 2 describes the relevant works that discuss the technical gaps associated with the state-of-the-art models. Section 3 briefs the methodology and internal workings of the framework. Section 4 details the validity and robustness of the proposed method based on experimental results. Section 5 gives the conclusion statement.

2. RELATED WORK

The cloud-security assessment and several studies investigate auditing methodologies. Ghosh et al. [8] presented a framework based on SDN to guarantee performance and security in information-centric cloud networks. Cloud providers’ primary challenge is using network resources addressed through virtual provisioning networks, which can facilitate information services by establishing a barrier between the control plane and the cloud environment. Further, this will compute the path to provide security and network performance. Initial experiment over average round trip delay among producers and customers is reported. Farahmandian and Hoang [9] designed an software-defined security service (SDS2) to protect cloud domains. This SDS2 mainly focuses on defining the concerns of security related to the virtual and physical boundaries of tenants, resources, data, and detection of security breaches via limits violations.

SDS2 and its initial implementation are described in this work. In addition, this can give policy-defined boundary examples and exhibits the feasibility and effectiveness of this design while detecting the invisible security boundaries by simulating the security control architecture and dynamic, intelligent VSFs. Pisharody et al. [10] described how a security policy is checked in distributed clouds based on SDN. In SDN, Separating the network control from devices offers the implementation of centralized network and security policy management in CC infrastructure.

Seeber and Rodosek [11] described enhanced network security by SDN in cloud environments. In the past, services and single systems’ security were widely treated. Cloud services and systems need a most detailed security requirements observation and their satisfaction because services and systems coexist over one virtualization layer without becoming aware of other layers’ systems [12]. The basic goal is to keep a centralized database organized logically. That provides each system’s most recent security-related information or product. Using this knowledge model, which is referred to as a system security rating and security specifications are given through the reconfiguration of system operators and cloud service providers for the network to meet each system’s security requirements [13].

In [14], [15] presented a framework based on analytic hierarchy process (AHP) for quantitatively comparing, benchmarking, and ranking the level of security provided through various CSPs depending on its security level agreements (SLA) based on the security requirements of cloud users. Nguyen et al. [16] described an approach for assessing user satisfaction with the provided cloud service with two major stages: a first stage is a conceptual approach that contains various attributes like adaptability, cost, performance, security, and efficiency. The second stage is a fuzzy inference system (FIS) structure that includes five significant rules and 11 inputs (attributes) [17].

The SDN paradigm allows network control programming and infrastructure abstraction for applications and network services [18]. It uses control and data plane abstractions. The former governs network programming and management (i.e., routing logic), whereas the latter is the interconnected virtual or physical network infrastructure of switches, routers, and other network equipment [19]. These devices process packets according to control plane rules. While the idea of control and data plane separation is present in Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) working group works [20] and even earlier with the concept of programmable and active networks [21], [22], the 2008 OpenFlow work [23], [24] is considered the first appearance of SDN in modern literature [25]. These articles demonstrate the potential of combining SDN and DRL techniques for efficient resource allocation in fog computing environments. This approach has the potential to improve the performance and energy efficiency of fog computing applications and enable more effective use of cloud and edge resources [26]–[29].
3. METHOD

The framework of cloud network SDN for security and threat analytics architecture is shown in Figure 2. A solution is presented in this work based on SDN architecture for securing cloud infrastructure against DDoS attacks. It can identify DDoS attackers between legitimate users and, in real time, blocks them from stabilizing the system. The primary objective is to design a holistic, automated defense monitoring architecture with faster attack detection. Since centralized (single point) defense does not eliminate the threats in more extensive networks, in multi-plane schemes, distributed security compliance and monitoring are controlled from a centralized location method used at strategic nodes in a network.

![Figure 2. Framework of cloud network SDN](image)

The control layer performs attack analysis overflows and controlling functions. The fine-grained anomalies must be identified by the controller, attacks, and developing more advanced protection mechanisms, using its comprehensive picture of the network as whole, rich tools for storing and processing data to analyze past events information. Whenever abnormal flow is observed (DDoS attack), a particular switch notices a relevant core switch. Optimize controller workload for responding fast against a DDoS attack and implement a coarse-grained attack-detecting algorithm and triggering schemes in the data layer hierarchy. Security proxy/middlebox switches act as a go-between for the controller. Activating the main switch causes certain events, using challenge-and-response proxies to identify DoS attacks or packet data plane handling with the right guidelines. When an appropriate set of actions is missing, the core switch will contact the edge switches for sampling if there is an abnormal flow. This causes unexpected fine-grained categorization in the control-plane assault detection technique with the extracted information about attack characteristics. Indicator of risk analytics system takes advantage of the control plane attack features uploaded classification of distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks and the global topology of trying to pin down threat origins.

Switches: user calls for specific data attributes and sends the information to the controller by an open-flow protocol. The client’s request is processed, and “flow tables” are generated. The router revises the storage address of required metrics in a table of processes. Following the collection of these metrics, they are sent to the controller. The I.P. addresses of all clients are included in the flow table. It could save the I.P. address for each inquiry. The I.P. address of the source location and I.P. address in the cloud, and a counter representing the total number of requests were sent via the same remote server.

SDN controller: one of the most vital parts of any solution offered. These SDN switches can be used to receive packets. It has a liability of care to avoid any potential DDoS assaults on the cloud. For this purpose, after completing a series of operations (such as collecting information, data analysis, and attack detection). Whenever the SDN controller gets flow packets from the SDN switches, it makes available a collection of...
algorithms designed to identify DDoS attacks. The plane is outfitted with a specialized SDN controller (open daylight (ODL)) with added functionality to keep an eye on emerging safety, defense, and harm prevention during an assault. A summary, feature-digest, and in-band message can be used to categorize how global in scope the network topology and the type of attack are and potential dangers. After then, it calls to the library of defensive actions and changes in the field to establish customized defensive measures along the line of fire or close to the origin of the assault. The “modular layer 2 (ML2)” plugin implemented a generic API as a “plug-and-play” driver. Driver’s strategy is utilized in ODL and open v switch (OVS). The plugin performs all networking services (“creation, updating, and deletion of networks, subnets and port resources, port binding”). It connects the cloud controller and VMs to the outside network. Already open stack has adopted certain SDN networking function implementations.

For optimizing and securing the deployments of open stack cloud, native SDN elements are developed, and interfacing modules to the basic legacy switches. Based on the virtual switches, OvS are used in more than 60% of SDN/NFV-allowed applications. Data centers, which serve as baseline additions, are implemented. The SDN stack’s security strategy is detection and reaction. The control plane and data used during the detection stage offered a less weight anomaly detection on the plane. Statistical-based serving flow monitoring algorithm acts like a DDoS assault sensor of the data plane. The volume of DDoS attacks will show up in greater numbers and asymmetry to the network; these characteristics can be looked over to spot attackers.

A new method for unloading defense mechanisms is proposed. They were activating actuators for defense against DDoS attacks using the SDN’s peripheral and central switches. The SDN controller is free from performing particular defensive actions, which results in attack-reacting efficiencies and optimizes total load traffic. Primarily concentrate on exploiting the switch central processing unit (CPU) computational resources and southbound interface flexibility for deploying defense actuator NFs over switches nearer to the botnet. The SDN switch updates the request properties (counter, internet protocol (IP) addresses of cloud, and source) for every new client from flow tables. Next, these properties are transmitted to the controller. Later it takes statistics from all the connected switches for storing them in a worldwide flow table. After collecting data, the controller supervises traffic evaluation by its worldwide flow table using the flow count column.

Administrators in the cloud limit the total flow to prevent it from counting. If this total exceeds a certain limit during a given interval, the scheme given here initiates an attack detection method. The controller will request the cloud provider if the user does not enter a PIN. When a tenant requests resources for open stack, the Nova module provisions need VM examples in cloud. The open daylight SDN controller scheduled a virtual network (VN) via a RESTful call. The ODL calls the OVS database (OvSDB) and OpenFlow (OF) for configuring VNs and transmits flow rules to OF switches. The topology controller stores the network’s configurations and topologies of VN in the cloud, this pool of resources might be reconfigured or provisioned based on the operational cases. An experimental SDN and OpenStack integration network incorporates a set of the anti-DDoS applications package

Figure 3 shows a significant level representation of an SDN organization engineering, extended with some parts, to be precise, constant strategy control and disconnected fixes control. Verification of the ongoing strategy: as the name suggests, the fundamental task of this part is to conduct a continuous and persistent confirmation of the organization’s corrections. Furthermore, this party is responsible for initiating the labeling of strategies so that the responsible party can follow each given procedure. After continuous verification, the recognized agreements are transmitted to the regulator for the organization in the information plan devices. All information about inbound confirmed and discarded offers (including the starting point and execution settings) is stored in a database for occasional review by the offline strategy control.

![Figure 3. High-level overview of the proposed SDN policy verification framework](image-url)
Offline strategy verification: unlike real-time approach verification, offline correction verification performs static and intermittent confirmation of approaches. While this cannot prevent strategy conflicts from occurring in every case, the disconnected fix checker can occasionally conduct internal and external investigations into the state of the organization concerning invariants. The motivation of the disconnected availability checker is to approve correlative organization properties such as activity, network accessibility, and disconnection of occupants, as well as to examine transmission network applications for retaliatory moves. In this way, the disconnected strategy check can work much like an interrupt identification framework but with an emphasis on recognizing malicious solutions.

In addition to the verification and authorization strategy, the framework must remember several components for applying a reliable and secure SDN framework. An input control model explicitly intended to guarantee a productive sandboxing of the organization’s applications and the separation between the various levels of honor; Systems for a reasonable settlement of the bases and readiness of aircraft information devices, isolation of powerful multi-dweller SDN agreements, and the need for strong participation for reliable and fair dissemination of goods among inhabitants are examples of such views.

4. RESULT ANALYSIS

An evaluation design strategy is designed with the perspective of security, and a set of network characteristics and key performance indicators (KPI) can be computed. To evaluate and perform the comparative study, every computing node is loaded with various network hypervisor switches: Linux bridge firewall (LBFW), native OvS firewall module, cloud SDN OvS security modules. Memory utilization: the collector collects the amount of memory by every running procedure within 30 seconds. For every 5 minutes interval, the collector computes these samples’ average value for the past 5 minutes to send it later to the Engine. The average memory usage is defined as the execution of average memory usage before being aggregated.

Table 1 indicates that the SDN OvS approach consumes more memory than legacy Linux bridge (LB) due to SDN/OVS OpenFlow pipeline tables. If the VMs/node increases, then all three schemes’ memory utilization is normalized to a level that is equal to or less than that is utilized through legacy LB Figure 4 describes the graphical representation of the memory utilization for different methods as LBFW, native OvS firewall module and cloud SDN firewall (FW). The memory utilization is higher for the cloud SDN firewall than for the remaining methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Linux BRFW (%)</th>
<th>OvS classic FW (%)</th>
<th>Cloud SDN FW (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Memory utilization

CPU utilization: in CPU usage, the collector takes CPU load samples of all running processes every 30 seconds. The CPU sufficient utilization time in I aggregated execution can be known as CPU usage. The CPU load is computed in terms of percentage from 0 to 100 for every logical processor present in the device.
Hence CPU load would be greater than 100% to the devices with multiple logical processors. Table 2 represents the CPU utilization for different methods LBFW, module, native OvS FW module, and cloud SDN FW. All these three approaches are shown in Figure 5.

Table 2. CPU utilization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Linux B.R. F.W. (%)</th>
<th>OvS Classic F. W. (%)</th>
<th>Cloud SDN FW (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. CPU utilization

Throughput: how much information is transmitted from source to destination in a given time frame will be referred to as network throughput. The number of packets that reaches the destination successfully is measured by throughput. Mostly the capacity of throughput is measured in bits per second, and it will also calculate as data per second. By altering the number of nodes/clients, and external client flooding one server, a more sustained TCP throughput is observed with OvS-based FW than with the LB mechanism. This can ensure that OvS is optimum in the applications of OpenStack Cloud. The overall aggregated throughput to all TCP flows is getting nearer to the maximum available bandwidth in the network interface for the long run. Table 3 denotes the throughput of three methods: LBFW, native OvS FW module, and cloud SDN FW. In Figure 6, the clients transmit traffic to server 1, and the overall TCP throughput is approximately 9.24 Gbps. As the number of clients increases, full bandwidth is used by total aggregated flows. The throughput of cloud SDN FW is high compared to remaining methods such as LBFW and native OvS FW module.

Table 3. TCP throughput (GBPS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Linux BRFW (%)</th>
<th>OvS Classic FW (%)</th>
<th>Cloud SDN FW (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>8.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>8.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>8.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>8.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>9.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.89</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>9.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cloud traffic is controlled by this presented solution and intervenes when a DDoS attacker increments the number of packets for consuming resources of all victims. In this condition, SecCloudDD can stabilize the traffic to a normalized level by blocking the attacking sources and signaling it in all switches in real-time. As shown in Figure 7, these simulations demonstrated that anomaly detection and its blocking would be performed.
in 15 seconds whenever many packets cross 25,000/second. Figure 8 exhibits that the approach with the same parameters based on the distance estimation reacts in 35 seconds. The described cloud network SDN framework is essential if abnormal packet traffic increases to avoid DDoS attacks before reaching the cloud network.

5. CONCLUSION

The new paradigm software network defines networking offers new opportunities for network security in cloud infrastructure. Due to the recent advances, SDN generates a unique opportunity for enabling complex scientific applications for running over tailored and dynamic architecture that includes network resources, computing, and storage. In this work, the cloud computing integrated view and SDN in different cases, particularly in the presence of DDoS/botnet attacks, network attacks are presented. Cloud network is presented based on SDN, which has threat analytics, multi-plane collaborative security monitoring notion, and attack mitigation/detection in emerging SDNFV-enabled CC larger-scale applications. In addition, the key extensions and plugins to the OpenStack/SDN-based cloud domain, specifically the network’s infrastructure, are contributed to solving certain security problems in terms of security and reliability. The experimental results exhibited that it is robust while protecting CC infrastructure against these attacks. Hence presented approach helped to acquire the trust of CC users. The cloud-based on SDN is a platform agnostic, extensible for heterogeneous network schemes to any larger cloud applications like 5G, Industry 4.0, and the internet of things (IoT).
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